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Carl van Rooyen 

Spoor & Fisher  

c.vanrooyen@spoor.com 

Copied: Kim Moreland: K.Moreland@spoor.com  

 

Dated: 15 January 2015 

 

Dear Sir 

 

Re: South Africa – Y&R Gun Free South Africa Tom (sic) advertisement on 

YouTube and objection thereto by the South African Gunowners’ Association 

 

We refer to your letter received by email yesterday 14 January 2015, and respond as 

follows.  We do not intend to deal with all of the statements or allegations in your 

letter and reserve the right to do so, if required, in the appropriate forum. 

 

1. The audio-visual advertisement in question was produced pro bono by Y&R 

Advertising as part of an advertising campaign to promote responsible gun 

ownership.   

 

2. Upon receiving notification from the Advertising Standards Authority on 11 July 

2014 to withdraw the advertisements created for this campaign, GFSA contacted 

all the media outlets we had approached to publish/flight the advertisements on a 

pro-bono basis, asking them to withdraw those adverts until the ASASA appeals 

process had been finalized.    

 

3. It would appear that the YouTube clip in question (URL: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hzNWRpVUaU) was uploaded by Frieze 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hzNWRpVUaU
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Films.  GFSA was not responsible for uploading the clip onto YouTube and was 

unaware that it had been uploaded until receiving notification of this breach in 

your letter dated 14 January 2015.   

 
4. We understand that Frieze Films is the production company appointed by Y&R 

Advertising to produce the ‘if your stolen gun was there so were you’ public 

service announcement (PSA) advert.   As such, GFSA has no contractual or 

other relationship with Frieze Films. 

 
 

5. On receiving your letter, in order to avoid further controversy pending the 

finalization of the appeal but without conceding it was obliged to do so, GFSA 

approached Y&R Advertising (which has taken GFSA on as a pro bono client, 

and thus with which GFSA does have a relationship) and requested that it in turn 

request Frieze Films to remove the YouTube video that forms part of the breach 

complaint.  

 
6. Y&R Advertising has confirmed that it conveyed this request to Frieze Films and 

that Frieze Films has in turn removed the video clip. 

 
7. All GFSA’s rights are reserved. 

 
 

Yours faithfully 

 

Alan Storey 

Gun Free South Africa Chairperson 

 

 

  


